
How do we want to learn, lead &
live together for a thriving future?

oikos is a global community of
students moving their local
environment towards sustainability.
We are 45 chapters in over 20
countries worldwide & host over
1000 active oikees every year.
Together, we are having a real
impact on our own education &
beyond.

Our initiatives at oikos International
empower & encourage our student
change agents in their development
as they actively create shifts in the
way education works. Growing
beyond our historical focus on
economics & business education, we
nowadays integrate multiple
transdisciplinary perspectives &
learning approaches to foster a more
sustainable world. Learn more here.

About oikos International:
changing one university at a time

Let's collaborate & change the world
We would be very happy to explore a potential partnership in case our values, topics
& approaches resonate with you. oikos has a real, tangible impact  & a powerful youth
community for change. By supporting our projects, your contribution would address
several leverage points for the development of talented individuals & their powerful
sustainability projects, both locally & globally. 

We would be very grateful to receive a donation to further develop the events in 2023.  
 We are happy to discuss several possibilities, for example, the funding of student
teams or your participation with a project you care about. 

It would mean the world to us to receive your support & start a collaboration!

https://oikos.world/

http://oikos.world/
https://oikos.world/


The oikos Camp is an interactive change lab and incubator for
student initiatives. It is seven days, on-site event with multiple
project groups. Initiated in 2021, we have hosted more than 60
participants and 15 projects. oikos brings trained facilitators to
support the participants and increase the impact of their projects
through collaboration, acceleration, and leadership development. 

The outcomes of our past editions are impressive and facilitate the
spread of sustainability education across universities. Check out the
toolkits for sustainable finance and leadership development,
connect to take part in our interactive, online course on sustainable
development or follow the oikos consulting group that started their
journey at the Camp. And certainly don’t forget to watch the
immersive video about Camp that was recorded this year.

LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
Using creativity,
lots of motivation, &
an incredible diversity of
people to inspire and
empower

TRANSFORMING
EDUCATION

Moving forward
together, beyond

sustainability for real
impact

LEAP is our initiative for leadership development. Since 2015 LEAP has
equipped over 250 talented youth with the necessary
competencies, qualities, practices, tools, and global network to
become conscious leaders in the co-creation of thriving and
sustainable societies. We offer different tracks for students and
researchers and host an active alumni community committed to
lifelong learning.

Last year 56 participants from more than 20 countries were
accompanied by 40 professional coaches and 32 alumni for a 10-
month intense development journey to face the most daring
questions in life and dive deep into their personal development. They
unlocked their inner capacities and now continue their change work
to a sustainable future with even greater performance. 
Learn More Here.

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Support across
disciplines and
perspectives, with the
involvement of a vibrant
community

At oikos, community means the connections across locations, ages,
and disciplines, in a safe space for development and growth. We
support local projects and host meeting places for impact-
oriented projects. The International Chapter Conference is one of
the many physical & virtual locations we create each year.

With the oikos Academy, we piloted a transnational platform for
exchange between students, faculty, researchers, and businesses.
Over the course of 7 days, we hosted more than 150 participants in
Europe, Africa, and online. Interactive sessions with 16 speakers on
the challenges of higher education in today’s world planted the
seeds for transformational work at the 5 academic institutions
involved. We plan to increase the number of participants and
Universities for 2023. Review some of the keynotes and presentations
in this youtube playlist. 

Our Work
let's change the future together!

https://oikos.world/

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_rOTKyxu83uttrFBF73ILFsq13A108ht/view?usp=sharing
https://oikos-international.org/news/transforming-our-world-oikos-camp-2022/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwYfKq7EBaI
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z-oi2qftY-AuJLJmhaNV7Ip61SjyIrUj/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEBJ2iHtniJDbkXVpQ6pg5r8KdZLScrTi
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17bMmqPRSe27VCsvA4iTDCsyy19a5hBHy/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEBJ2iHtniJDbkXVpQ6pg5r8KdZLScrTi
https://oikos.world/

